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Fun & Flirty Halloween!
Ms. America
Supplies:
Red sequin or shiny fabric for top, 1 yard
Royal Blue satin fabric for skirt, 1 ½ yards
White tulle netting for underskirt, 10 yards
White broadcloth for underskirt, ½ yard
¾” non-roll elastic, 2 yards
VELCRO ® brand Soft and Flexible Sew On hook and loop fastener, 1 package black
Plastic for star stencil
Silver, red, white & blue glitter
Craft glue
1 sheet white fun foam
1 sheet blue fun foam
Sequins by the yard, 1 yard red, 1/4 yard blue, 1/4 yard white
Felt pre-cut stars, red, white & blue
Assorted clear gemstones
½” wide silver ribbon, 1 yard
VELCRO® brand hook and loop fasteners, Sticky Back™ squares, white
VELCRO® brand mask kit-base, or craft store mask base
Ms. America Top:
Cutting:



Cut all top pieces from red sequin shiny fabric.

Construction:
Follow basic top instructions. After completing top, apply VELCRO® brand Soft and Flexible
Sew On hook and loop fastener to back for closure.
Ms. America Skirt and Underskirt:
Cutting:



Cut skirt from royal blue satin fabric. Cut white tulle and white cotton for underskirt.

Construction:
Follow basic skirt and underskirt instructions. After completing skirt apply VELCRO® brand
Soft and Flexible Sew On hook and loop fastener to back for closure, then:





Cut star shape out of a plastic folder or piece of cardboard. Place the stencil on the
skirt and fill in with glue. Sprinkle with glitter.
Repeat these steps placing the stars randomly on the skirt until they are evenly
distributed all over skirt.
Let dry at least 24 hours before wearing!

Ms America Necklace:
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Cut a 5” circle from white foam and a 2” circle from blue foam. Glue the blue circle
in the middle of the white circle. Glue the red sequin trim around the edge of the
blue circle.
Glue a large white star in the middle of the blue circle, glue a large gemstone in the
middle of the star. Let dry.
Cut two pieces of ribbon 18” long. Glue one end of each piece of ribbon to the back
of the white circle, positioning so that it lays flat on the neck.
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On the right side of the ribbon near the circle “pendant”, arrange red, white and
blue stars along the ribbon. Slightly overlap the stars and glue in place. Glue a small
gemstone in the middle of each star.
Stitch 1” piece of VELCRO ® Soft and Flexible brand hook and loop fastener to
each end of ribbon to fasten.

Ms. America Mask:



Trace mask pattern on white foam and cut out. Trace the mask design lines onto
the foam mask. Cut out the eyes.



Glitter in each section of the mask, filling in red, white and blue as shown. Let dry.



Glue gemstones along the red glitter paint around the eyes.




Glue sequin trim along the outer edge of the mask following the red, white & blue
colors.
Apply VELCRO® brand hook and loop fastener, Sticky Back™ squares, hook side to
back of foam mask. Attach to VELCRO ® mask base, or craft store mask base.

Ms. America Headpiece:



Draw a 1 ½” x 17” rectangle on paper. At center, draw a point downward, about 1
½”, curving into body of headpiece. Cut pattern from paper and cut piece from fun
foam.



Decorate with felt star, gemstone and glitter.



Attach silver ribbon, glue to each end of foam piece on underneath side.



Measure to fit head, cut ribbon ends to fit. Stitch 1/2” piece of VELCRO ® brand
Soft and Flexible Sew On hook and loop fastener to each end of ribbon to fasten.

Visit us at
Velcro® brand fasteners and DIYStyle®
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